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Hello! If you have found this guide, you may have heard us (Eyula and Hannah) talk at PRCA’s
Workplace Inclusion Event: Coping with a Hidden Disability. This guide is where we have summarised all the resources and tips we mentioned during the event so attendees (and other interested parties) could easily find them again.
This guide is a work-in-progress, collaborative, tips-welcome guide to navigating the workplace
as a neurodivergent worker. We are aware many such guides have been created before, and we
link to some we found helpful in our Resources chapter.
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“When you talk to people about health and
they can’t hear you, nothing changes. If you
communicate with intent everything changes”
- Dr Jane Brearley, Founder & CEO of Intent
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Improving
organisation

matter what, I am a traditional pen and paper gal) that work for me
that I use after each other with minor tweaks.
The first tip became a lot easier once I started working on separating
my organisation skills from moral or value-based judgments. I am not
a worse person just because I can’t keep my planner, desk, and life
consistently organised. Now I can change from one system to the next
without getting worked up about it. It makes transition periods a lot

For some neurodivergent people, routine
is paramount. For others, it’s a love-hate
relationship.

easier.
Hannah Kierspel:
Another way to keep things organized and on top of things is to have
everything in writing. I am terrible at taking notes while listening in
a meeting, for example, so now I send an email listing my tasks (with

For those ADHDers who know the feeling of euphoria when you’re

deadlines!) to my manager for her to confirm or tweak. This method

implementing a new system (and it’s going great!), but also the sense

gives me clarity in my tasks and her a chance to hold me to the smaller

of frustration and inadequacy when it stops working two weeks

deadlines I gave myself to keep me on track.

later...
We feel you.

Adam Shaikh: To help with organisation, I use Trello to manage my

Here are some ADHD-friendly tips from our interns:

to-do lists. Recommended by my line manager, it really helps me
organise my thoughts and structure my day coherently.

Eyula Koroma: When it comes to finding new methods or “life hacks”,
I always choose ones that do not make me feel like I’m losing a part of
myself. Even though there is a negative side to ADHD, I wouldn’t have
it any other way. So, I only use methods that integrate smoothly with
my behaviours and mindset.
When it comes to organisation, Outlook and I are best friends. The
ten meeting reminders are a God-send. Sending “HOLD” invites to
myself to block out time in my calendar at the start of the day helps
me get an overview of my tasks.
I also use Notion, a productivity software. What I’ve noticed about
myself is that I like digital to-do lists that have a variety of colours.
And Notion is the best place for that! Its tools also help me break my
tasks down to goals. E.g., asking myself: how many stages will it take
me to draft a press release? It could be three. It could be six. I like
functioning
The combination of being attentive to conversations and being
tasked with typing up meeting notes is a difficult one. After hearing
this, my line manager recommended the transcription service, Otter.
ai. Otter.ai transcribes conversations for up to forty minutes on the
free version - I recommend to any inattentive ADHDer. .
Hannah Kierspel: (I) Accept it when a method no longer works for me.
It sounds counter-intuitive, but I have found that cycling through
different systems every few months keeps my brain engaged! I have
found about three different layouts in my planner (I do know no
4
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RESOURCES AND SUPPORT

Access to Work is a government scheme
that provides support for workers who are
disabled or have a physical or mental health
condition. This support includes subtitling
software, coaches and mental health support, amongst many other things

ENHANCINGPRODUCTIVITY

ACCESS TO WORK
GOVERNMENT SCHEME

followed by 10 minute breaks. Some swaer by this method wheras other call it
Productivity is a start-and-stop process for all of us, but
for ADHDers especially, it can feel like an hourly coin
toss. Our brains don’t keep the same circadian rhythm
as other brains, and, more than most, we are slaves to a
good dopamine hit. Meaning we aren’t “awake” at the same
time as others, and if something isn’t exciting enough....
well, there is unlikely to be any productivity around it.
Here are a few tips we have collected to work with these

nothing more than a cheap gimmick. Although there is truth in both views , I
have found the basic concept of short sharp butts of work followed by regualar
breaks is an effective one. I use 25 minutes of work followed by a 5 min break.
As long as the perameters are achievable you should have success

as crossing off to-dos. Ranking by priority is invaluable to prevent your brain
from fixating on secondary tasks (Hannah: make it as fun as possible! I have

circumstances:

about six different highlighter sets and switch the colour, shape and style of

Hannah Kierspel: I am fortunate enough to work at a

only works if you are really, really...really into stationary).

company where I have been able to work adjusted hours.
For me, my brain works best in the morning - I am
practically useless after 4 PM. So, I now work from 7:30 AM
to 4:30 PM. This way, I can work when my brain is entirely
switched on - I deliver better work, and I feel better doing
it! It also gives me two hours of uninterrupted calm time
a day which means I am not constantly distracted or

take a stroll! And not just for lunch! Give your brain something else to be
stimulated by.
It is important to curate a work environment that works for you. Suppose
you have space to carve out a room or a niche to separate work from your

Do it badly. When the executive dysfunction has you

planner, laptop, etc.) that you set up the same way every day dismantle again

you’ve done something, it’s easier to start the next. If
you have to slowly circle and close in on what you have
to do through several other tasks first - do that! The
starter tasks are all about finding the right emotional
motivator: I, for example, hate doing the dishes, so I do
the dishes first. I get frustrated enough doing nothing, so
my action threshold decreases, and I think I might as well
do something I loathe anyway. This tip isn’t science, but it
works. Maybe it’ll work for you, too!
AAdam Shaikh: Common neurodiverse working strategies
like the Pomodoro method tend to polarise the community.
This method involves conducting 50 minute burts of work

GENIUS WITHIN
ORGANISATION

Next: Fresh air! As part of your plum tomato cycle or at different intervals:

everyday life. When you don’t have space like my colleague Hannah, who lives

enough to do something - anything - badly. Usually, once

Their entire website is chock-a-block full of
great tips, tricks and resources.

my coding as often as I want to make it as exciting as possible - of course, this

stressed by meetings, emails and messages.

staring at your wall for hours, my tip is to get angry

Genius Within are an organisation that provide in-work support in the form of coaching, training and assessments.

My next tip lists. Likely, you are already making them - nothing feels as good

in a London studio, create a unique set-up for work (placement of water glass,
after work. It’s almost the same thing. Sometimes it tricks my brain.
Finally, find your ideal background stimulation. This is crucial for sensory
control. You have to work this out through trial and error. if it’s white noise,
your favourite comfort TV show, silence, music or something else that gets
your brain going. Having the right amount of background stimulation is

Evenbreak is less about work place accommodations and more of a job posting site.
They help connect employers with disabled
talent.
They are the place to go to find inclusive,
open and accommodating work places!
EVENBREAK
JOB SITE

crucial for focus. I prefer listening to instrumental beats or film score music.
Silence makes me more likely to dissociate, and music with lyrics means I
focus on music more than the task at hand.

Outside of work, our intern Eyula Koroma finds comfort in the support group
ADHD Babes. This group is for Black
women and Black non-binary people
with ADHD. Clinical diagnosis is not
required.

Hannah Kierspel: I like songs I’ve listened to for decades - comfort songs I
know all the words to. It goes to show we’re all different.
Eyula Koroma: Listening to Japanese City Pop mixes in the background always
hits the spot for me!
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ADHD BABES
SUPPORT GROUP
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COPING WITH: EMOTIONAL
a colleague or client sends over an email, and
DYSREGULATION “Ifif perceive
it as quite blunt; I remind myself
that virtual communication can often lead to
miscommunication, as tone of voice gets lost in
email threads.” - Eyula Koroma

Few resources help ADHDers navigate the lesser-known traits of
neurodivergence, such as emotional dysregulation. The workplace
is a challenging social environment to navigate for anyone. Still, it
has proven especially tough when your communication style and

Eyula Koroma: Finding out that Rejection Sensitive Dysphoria

emotional reactions do not sync with most of your team. It can be

(RSD), “an extreme emotional sensitivity and pain triggered by

more challenging for us to maintain a professional distance and

WHEN DID YOU DISCLOSE YOUR ADHD?

“I only found out I had ADHD a few months into working at Intent Health. It was partly due to how open my
colleagues were about their disabilities. As I started
to realise how much it affected my work, I started a
transparent dialogue with my colleagues.
I am now in the process of getting diagnosed.”
EYULA KOROMA
INTERN

the perception that a person has been rejected or criticized by

leave work at home. Off-hand comments can linger in our heads for

important people in their life” (ADDITUDE, 2020), is linked to ADHD

days, and collegial relationships can be hard to create and maintain.

blew my mind. Suddenly all the outbursts of sensitivity made sense.

Hannah Kierspel: Unfortunately, my tips are only tips if you work

“I mentioned my ADHD in my interview. Intent
Health is a healthcare communications agency
so, it was relevant to how I approach health care
and my work. The recruitment process had been
so different from my previous experiences that I
felt it would be safe to disclose.”

Overcoming RSD in a virtual workplace has been quite tricky.

in a supportive team environment. That being said, the option of

However, knowing my reality is in a virtual workplace helps. If a

anonymous feedback has been enormously reassuring for me. I can

colleague or client sends me an email and I perceive it as blunt,

ask my line manager to check in with my colleagues and managers

I remind myself that virtual communication can often lead to

to collect feedback. This way, I feel the feedback is genuine and

miscommunication, as tone of voice gets lost in email threads.

reflects their attitudes towards me and my work.

Unfortunately, not everyone is in a welcoming work culture, but

Regular check-ins and debriefs with co-workers are also great

HANNAH KIERSPEL
INTERN

knowing the colleagues I work with want to see me succeed also

tools. Of course, again, this only works with co-workers you feel

helps me receive constructive criticism and feedback from my work.

comfortable with. Luckily, I have colleagues I feel close enough

At Intent Health, it seems most of my colleagues see a positive and

to sense-check an interaction with who can help me determine

inspiring version of myself that I believe I haven’t quite grasped yet.

whether there is an issue or my emotional reaction that is out of

Keeping this in mind makes me think the feedback they give will

proportion.

help me reach that version of myself.

Adam Shaikh: In difficult times, your relationship with your

As you can tell, I am a big fan of reminders, and having even one or

colleagues and manager is crucial. Having an open and honest

two supportive colleagues who try to understand how you approach

dialogue is essential to pre-empting problems before they become

work and who are very patient with you, is key to navigating the

serious chronic issues. I would always encourage people to try and

workplace with ADHD.

obtain as much constructive feedback as possible regarding you
and your work.

“I disclosed my neurodiversity during my interview
with Intent. I felt it was important to be open and honest with them given the company values and to my
delight they really have practiced what they preach. The
team were fantastic at providing me with any support
throughout the recruitment process and with the job
itself.”
ADAM SHAIKH
INTERN

Having a diagnosis or being aware of your neurodiversity isn’t an
automatic cure to all your workplace problems, but it increases
your self-awareness. By being more in tune with your strengths,
weaknesses, and working methods, you can work collaboratively.

We want to end this guide by saying this: you are under no obligation to disclose your ADHD and only do so if
you feel like your environment is supportive. In our case, it has been great. It has allowed Intent Health to access support for us through the Access to Work scheme and we have been able to adjust our work to our work
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